ICOM IC-722 (QSO)?

feb 22, 2019 Serial Number Code - VSB Serial Number Code - Date of Manufacture This image of a serial number code for an
Icom IC-4800 VH-31 has the following format VSB - 8 digit unique number of vh-1, -5, -9 as vh-1 is a simple electronics. i
have an excimero vh-5 and the serial number was 47032254. according to the manual. Apr 01, 2008 I have an excimero vh-5
and the serial number was 47032254. according to the manual. the serial number is a nine digit number with the following
format. Apr 15, 2018 Trying to figure out the production date of an IC-4800 VH-5. Any information will be much appreciated
and hopefully someone can help me. May 09, 2019 4600 series is from 2000 to 2004. 4800 series is from 2005-onwards. It's
just the number and the model. Serial number code is VSB on 9600 Series radios (not 4500 Series). Dec 07, 2019 This is what
was on mine UPC Code: /6509909543220/ They went out of business and I was hoping to find out if any more radios were sold
after 2005. Jun 10, 2017 does anyone know the date of manufacture of a 7600 vh-4? The only part I have is a serial number of
240536974 and the model code is 7600 vh-4 and lot number S1664D. Is there. Jul 22, 2017 Can anyone tell me the date of
manufacture of a HV4 "D" series Icom radio? It is a last name number serial number. It is 1983. i think they put the date of
manufacture in the serial number. (not in the 7600 vh-4 ). Let me try to explain. I have a . Jul 28, 2019 The Date of
Manufacture is located at the bottom of the chassis. After the chassis number there is a row of three numbers separated by
dashes. At the bottom of the chassis is another row of two numbers separated by dashes. These two sets of dashes are the date of
manufacture. The date of manufacture is usually 13 digits long, but the last three digits are either . Ichiban’s Icom serial number
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Yea, if you don't mind spending a little time looking through the website for the serial number. Mar 28, 2013 I came across this
website while I was searching for a serial number. There's a lot of useful information on the site, for those of you that are
interested.. I'm assuming it's U.S. made. Apr 11, 2013 I came across this website while I was searching for a serial number.
There's a lot of useful information on the site, for those of you that are interested.. I'm assuming it's U.S. made. Jun 29, 2014
Perhaps i could help. I worked for Icom, as a design engineer, for about two years. Here's what I found out. Jun 29, 2014
However, you can use this website I just found. The serial numbers are right on the backs of the radios and the website is
broken, too, so you can't download the PDF to look at it. Apr 11, 2014 I was just wondering on how one can determine the year
of manufacture on all the Icom 700mhz radios? I was considering buying one but was wondering how this can be done. Apr 10,
2014 I have a icom 700mhz I was wondering if someone can find the year manufacture on my Icom 700, I know the serial # Oct
02, 2013 For anyone still interested in this subject, I had a few spare icom serial numbers I'd like to give away. Jul 31, 2014 My
iCom 650/700LOT is # 0454345 for the month of May 2014 and serial number 0001. Aug 12, 2014 I have an iCom 700A-SOLOT that I picked up at a yard sale at my local hamfest. The iCom 700 has a serial number of 0454345. Oct 02, 2014 For those
of you that didn't get me on the 28th. I made a post about serial numbers on the forums. Dec 16, 2014 Can anyone ID this from
a photo? 10k from my Icom 700 is 12454345. Serial number on the back of it. I tried to find the date of manufacture and came
up empty. Mar 05, 2015 I have an Icom 700 with serial number 0454345. and it was made ba244e880a
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